
                            Questions from  

                        Season AM  20.3.2017 

Q 01:  Why is BapDada speaking slowly and what is He speaking? 

 

Q 02:  On seeing what, Bapdada is happy?   

 

Q 03:  What stage of yoga in a practical way,  Bapdada wants to see? 

 

Q 04:  What are the benefits of collective yoga? 

 

Q 05:  By remaining yogyukt, how can others be made yogyukt? 

 

Q 06:  How can there be a very good sparkle of happiness on face? 

 

Q 07:  What is incognito strength and its impact and how can it be revealed? 

 

Q 08:  Which form will continue in this world  for a short period and Why? 

 

Q 09:  “The angelic form will remain with you for some time”. Why? 

 

Q 10:  For emerging/revealing which form, Baba has come? 

 

Q 11:  How is each one’s face and features? How are all lamps and How are  

           all the stars ? 
 

Q 12:  Which practice will enable us to become an angel? 

 

Q 13:  What is the sound in each one’s minds, what are the signals in the mind and 

           what feeling does Baba have after seeing this gathering? 

 

Q 14:  Whose gathering is this? Or Who all are sitting in this gathering? 

            Explain in detail. 

 

Q 15:  How can we become carefree emperors? 

 

Q 16:  Who can be called the complete image/idol (Murti)? How can we become  

            complete Idol/Image ? 

 



 

 

Q 17:  What is  an angelic life? 

 

Q 18:  Angels are visible everywhere just as Baba are seeing them. How is Baba seeing?  

           and How do we have to see each other? 

 

Q 19:  “No matter what each one’s stage is, everyone’s face is smiling”. Why? 

 

Q 20:  “Internally, no matter how much difference there may be, the self knows it,  

              why would we go into that?”.  Why did Baba say this. 

 

Q 21:  “Some may be bent over or sitting crooked, but all are smiling & sparkling”.  

            Why? 

 

Q 22:  “Look at your own sparking form very clearly”. Which form we have to look    

              and how? 

 

Q 23:  Which form enables us to have a sweet experience. How can we become sweet? 

 

Q 24:  For how long, angelic form will continue in this world? 

 

Q 25:  You can stay in the angelic form for as long as you want. How? 

 

Q 26:  What is the sparkle visible in the gathering? What is visible in everyone’s           

             features? 

 

Q 27:  He is giving lots and lots of loving remembrance from His heart with a lot  

            of love. How? 

 

Q 28:  There isn’t a single  one who isn’t sparkling. Why?   

            How does Baba see the sparkle? 

 

Q 29:  How do we have to see our angelic form in particular? 

 

Q 30:  Where will all those who are crowned go?  Just as all are now in the  

             incognito, merged form, how can we see that in emerged form? 

 

 


